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2022 MG Area Games Rules – Quoit & Bottle, 
Hollywood Bowl & 4 Flag.  
 

EVENT 3: PG Sports Quoit and Bottle (Seniors) 

In line with pole 1 will be an upturned bin/table and 4 quoits on the ground in the circle 3 
metres beyond the Changeover line. 

All four riders are mounted at the Start/Finish end. 

Number One starts with a full-sized bottle (senior type weighing 500g) rides up to 
upturned bin/table and places the bottle upright and then proceeds to the far end, 
dismounts, collects a quoit, remounting and on their way back places the quoit over the 
bottle which is on the upturned bin/table and then crosses the start/finish line. 

Numbers Two, Three & Four each in turn ride up to the far end, dismounts, collects a 
quoit, remounting and on their way back places the quoit over the bottle which is on the 
upturned bin/table and then crosses the Start/Finish line. 

If the bottle is knocked over or off the upturned bin/table the rider must reset all the 
equipment before proceeding to cross the Start/Finish line. 

Line Stewards may replace any quoits in the ring where possible if they are knocked out 
by a pony. 

The winning team is the one whose Number Four is first over the Finish line with the 
bottle standing upright and all 4 quoits correctly placed over it. 

The bottle must remain upright throughout the race and quoits must be fully over 

the bottle and not hanging from the bottle 

 

EVENT 3: PG Sports Quoit and Bottle (Junior Version) 

On the Centre line will be an upturned bin/table with another upturned bin/table in the 
circle 3 metres beyond the Changeover line with 4 quoits on, spaced out and not on top 
of each other. 

All four riders are mounted at the Start/Finish end. 

Number One starts with a full-sized bottle (senior type weighing 500g) rides up to 
upturned bin/table on the Centre line and places the bottle upright and then proceeds to 
the far end and collects a quoit off the upturned bin/table and on their way back places 
the quoit over the bottle which is on the upturned bin or table and then crosses the 
Start/Finish line. 

Numbers Two, Three & Four each in turn ride up to the far end and collects a quoit off the 
upturned bin/table and on their way back places the quoit over the bottle which is on the 
upturned bin/table and then crosses the Start/Finish line. 

If the bottle or any quoits knocked from either of the upturned bins/tables the rider must 
reset all the equipment before proceeding. 
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The winning team is the one whose Number Four is first over the Finish line with the 
bottle standing upright and all 4 quoits correctly placed over it. 

The bottle must remain upright throughout the race and quoits must be fully over 
the bottle and not hanging from the bottle. 

 

EVENT 3: PG Sports Quoit and Bottle (Pairs) 

In line with pole 1 will be an upturned bin/table and 4 quoits on the ground in the circle 3 
metres beyond the Changeover line. 

Both riders are mounted at the Start/Finish end. 

Number One starts with a full-sized bottle (senior type weighing 500g) rides up to 
upturned bin/table and places the bottle upright on the upturned bin/table and then 
proceeds to the far end, dismounts and collects a quoit and on their way back places the 
quoit over the bottle which is on the upturned bin/table and then proceeds back up the 
arena to collect a second quoit and places that quoit over the bottle and crosses the 
Start/Finish line. 

Number Two rides up to the far end, dismounts and collects a quoit and on his way back 
places the quoit over the bottle which is on the upturned bin/table and then proceeds 
back up the arena to collect a second quoit and places that quoit over the bottle and 
crosses the Finish line. 

If the bottle is knocked over or off the upturned bin/table the rider must reset all the 
equipment before proceeding. 

Line Stewards may replace any quoits in the ring where possible if they are knocked out 
by a pony.  

The winning pair is the one whose Number Two is first over the Finish line with the bottle 
standing upright and all 4 quoits correctly placed over it. 

The bottle must remain upright throughout the race and quoits must be fully over 
the bottle and not hanging from the bottle.  

 

EVENT 7: Hollywood Bowl Race (3m) 

Two full-sized bottles (senior type weighing 500g each) will be placed on the ground 
30cm apart 3m beyond the top Changeover line. 

A bucket with 8 weighted, plastic “boules” will be placed in front of the Changeover line. 

All four riders are un-mounted at the start/finish end with two ponies 

Numbers One and Two will form up on foot each facing forward and on the same side, 
Number Two holding the pony by the rein in his right hand behind the Start/Finish line 
with one pony. On the signal to start, Number One mounts the pony, before crossing the 
Start/Finish line. Number Two then leads the pony across the Centre line and waits 
holding the pony. Number One dismounts after the Centre line and runs to the bucket.  

Whilst Number Two holds their pony, Number One runs to the bucket and from behind 
the Changeover line bowls/throws a boule at a bottle. They must knock down one bottle. 
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(If the rider knocks down both bottles, one of the bottles must be reset back upright 
by the rider ready for the second pair.)  Number Two then mounts before the Centre 
line and rides back over the Start/Finish line, the pony being led by Number One. 

Rider Numbers Three and Four repeat the actions of Riders One and Two, with Number 
Three knocking over the remaining bottle. 

The winning team is the one whose Numbers Three and Four are first over the Finish line. 

If a team completely runs out of boules, the Member concerned must run forward with a 
bucket to collect any number and then continue the race from behind the Changeover 
line as before. 

Ponies must be led by the nearer rein throughout. The white hat band is worn by the 
Number Four rider who was the rider that mounts the pony before the Centre line 
and then crossing the Start/Finish line. 

When bowling / throwing the boules, the Members foot must not be touching the line. If 
they throw a boule, whether successfully or not, with their foot on the line then they will 
be asked to throw again by the Line Steward concerned. 

 

EVENT 6: Hollywood Bowl Race (2m) (Junior Version) 

Two full-sized bottles (senior type weighing 500g each) will be placed on the ground 
30cm apart 2m beyond the top Changeover line. 

A bucket with 8 weighted, plastic “boules” will be placed in front of the Changeover line. 

Two riders are mounted with two riders un-mounted at the Start/Finish end with two 
ponies only. 

Number One holding the pony by the rein in his right hand behind the Start/Finish line 
with one pony with Number Two mounted on the pony. 

Number One then leads the pony across the Centre line and waits holding the pony. 
Number Two dismounts after the Centre line and runs to the bucket.  

Whilst Number One holds the pony, Number Two runs to the bucket and from behind the 
Changeover line bowls/throws a boule at a bottle. They must knock down one bottle. (If 
the rider knocks down both bottles, one of the bottles must be reset back upright by 
the rider ready for the second pair.)  They then run back and re-mount before crossing 
the Centre Line. The riders then run/ride back over the Start/Finish line. 

Riders Numbers Three and Four repeat the actions of Riders One and Two, with Number 
Four knocking over the remaining bottle. 

The winning team is the one whose Numbers Three and Four are first over the Finish line. 

If a team completely runs out of boules, the Member concerned must run forward with a 
bucket to collect any number and then continue the race from behind the Changeover 
line as before. 

Ponies must be led by the nearer rein throughout. The white hat band is worn by the 
Number Four rider who was the rider that throws the last boule. 

When bowling / throwing the boules, the Members foot must not be touching the line. If 
they throw a boule, whether successfully or not, with their foot on the line then they will 
be asked to throw again by the Line Steward concerned. 
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EVENT 7: Hollywood Bowl Race (3m) (Pairs) 

Two full-sized bottles (senior type weighing 500g each) will be placed on the ground 
30cm apart 3m beyond the top Changeover line.   

A bucket with 8 weighted, plastic “boules” will be placed in front of the Changeover line. 

Both riders are mounted at the start/finish end. 

On the signal to start, both will ride down the arena and across the Centre Line where one 
rider dismounts. 

Whilst the mounted rider holds their pony, the dismounted rider runs to the bucket and 
from behind the Changeover line bowls / throws a boule at the bottles. He must knock 
down two bottles. He then run back and re-mount before crossing the Centre line. Both 
riders then ride back over the Start/Finish line. 

If a pair completely runs out of boules, the Member concerned must run forward with a 
bucket to collect any number and then continue the race from behind the Changeover 
line as before. 

Ponies must be led by the nearer rein throughout. The white hat band is worn by the 
rider who dismounted and throws at both bottles during the race. 

When bowling / throwing the boules the Members foot must not be touching the line. If 
they throw a boule, whether successfully or not, with their foot on the line then they will 
be asked to throw again by the Line Steward concerned. 

 

EVENT 8: Four Flag (Seniors) 

There will be three flag cones for each team. One placed level with the 1st pole, one on the 
Centre line and one level with the 4th pole. 

4 flags will be placed in the centre cone. 

All four riders are mounted at the Start/Finish end. 

On the signal to start Number One rides to the centre cone, picks up a flag, places it into, 

either the cone level with the 1st pole or the cone level with the 4th pole, and then 

proceeds to cross the Start/Finish line. 

Numbers Two, Three & Four repeat the process of Number One by collecting a flag from 
the centre cone and placing it into one of the other cones, so that when Number 4 has 
been there are two flags in each of the cones level with the 1st and 4th poles. The winning 
team is the one whose Number Four is first over the Finish line with two flags in each of 
the top and bottom cones, leaving the centre cone empty. The order in which riders 
place flags into the cones will not be determined in these rules.  

During the course of the race a rider returning from placing a flag in either the 1st or 
4th pole positioned cones, may not pick up a flag from the centre cone and hand it 
over to the next outgoing rider. 

Cones knocked over must be set up immediately by the rider concerned. Should a flag 
come off the cane, the cane alone may be used. 
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On windy days rubber bands may be used to keep the flags furled. 

 

EVENT 7: Four Flag (Juniors) 

The details of this game are set out in Prince Philip Area Games Event 8. 

 

EVENT 8: Four Flag (Pairs) 

There will be three flag cones for each team. One placed level with the 1st pole, one on the 
Centre line and one level with the 4th pole. 

4 flags will be placed in the centre cone. 

Both riders are mounted at the Start/Finish end. 

On the signal to start Number One rides to the centre cone, picks up a flag, and places it 
into, either the cone level with the 1st pole or the cone level with the 4th pole and 
then proceeds back to the centre cone and collects another flag and places it into either 
the cone level with the 1st pole or the cone level with the 4th pole, then crosses the 
Start/Finish line.  

Numbers Two repeats the actions of Number One. The winning team is the one whose 
second rider is first over the Finish line with two flags in each of the top and bottom 
cones, leaving the centre cone empty. The order in which riders place flags into the 
cones will not be determined in these rules. 

During the course of the race, a rider returning from placing a flag in either the 1st or 
4th pole positioned cones, may not pick up a flag from the centre cone and hand it 
over to the next outgoing rider. 

Cones knocked over must be set up immediately by the rider concerned. Should a flag 
come off the cane, the cane alone may be used. 

On windy days rubber bands may be used to keep the flags furled. 

 

 

  


